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Washington Post 
1150 15 6t., NW 
Washington, D.C. 20071 

Dear George, 

Sitting and thinking over the last of my daily coffee dation I decided that 

last night's CBS News treatment of Stone and his exploitation confirms your judgement that 

any attention will help the film. I also believe that this in not necessarily the result 

and that lent night's treatment was lousy journalism, even for mg and that what was aired 

was heavily edited in New York to eliminate some of what it got from Washington and to add 

what Rather wanted. 

I realize now that my mind actually wandered while I was trying to pay attention to 

*hat was aired. I was asking myself what in the world they were doing airing so much of 

what L,tone said that is not relevant to responsible reporting of his movie. 

UBS was actually promoting the movie to Stone's generation at least and certainly to 

some current young adults. I suppose these two groups represent the majority of movie goers. 

I found it hard to believe that there we.; any journalistic reason for Rather's invoca-

tion of the Warren geport as a model of perfection and correctness, for any mention of it 

at all. I certainly, from the questions he naked me here, believe this was not what Phillips 

produced, arthfugh some of his Stone interview can be interpreted otherwise. 

As I think back, probably incompletely, over TV news of the pant I cannot recall any 

segment so largely editorializing. The brevity from me is the only basis for any of that 

in this segment that I can recall and that little bit was not, I think, enough to warrant 

all that editorializing about hi:: rewriting of history, use of theories and fiction. 

Rather appears to be galled by the justified but enormously exaggerated criticism of 

his goofing in hip first J}'} assassination reporting, when he was permitted to see the 

Aapruder film and said the opposite of the truth, that it showed JFK moving violently 

backward. The violent movement was forward. Then also he has his participation in some bad 

CBS "s7ecials" to justify, ih his oan mind, I think. 

I'll be interested if when he gets here later this morning Brian -iti-1-14-pe had any com-

ment on that segment. From what he said Nightline will not be as brief. 

Id you hear anything about how CBS evolved what it did, I'd like to know.Not about 

why they used so little of me but why so much that was so extraneous. 

If the Post is invited to the preview of the movie on the (8th I'm sure it won't be 

you. I hope you'll ask the reporter to tppe all that is said, particulerl:,  by Stone, be-

cause I'd like very much to have it for the historical record. 

I do not expect much if any reaction to this but it is also possible that to the mass 

of the unthinking and uninformed the editorializing may be what they remember. I hope so! 

Best, AAV1--d, 


